
together with

All the advantages of a DLyte polishing machine  
in one compact system



According to the vision as “leading counterpart for more added value in dental 
technology” a cornerstone has been laid, which directs actions in our company.

Best quality and a fair price-performance ratio combined with transpa-
rency and simplicity are our corporate principles. 
These values shape our strengths and create your success.

In our day-to-day cooperation, we concentrate on the fundamental issues that
make an essential contribution to long-term value creation - economically and
ecologically.

All these trend-setting guidelines serve one goal: not to leave your side as a 
long-term and reliable partner.

For your successful future 

We are partners 



Businesspartner of CADdent®

In order to better respond to the special wishes and needs of our target group 
- dental laboratories from all over Germany and Europe - we entered into a 
future-oriented cooperation with the innovation leader GPAINNOVA in 2021.

GPAINNOVA is a Spanish technology company founded in 2013 with offices in 
Barcelona, Miami, Hong Kong and Shenzhen, which specializes in metal surface 
treatment machines and medical devices, among others.

Together for you.
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Always there for you with joy and enthusiasm

Our colleagues are at your side and support you exactly in whatever is important to you.
Whether technical support or simple queries - we want to be your team player, simplify 
your processes and that at any time.
At MINDFAB we have a clear focus: you as a customer and partner.

Give us a call!
Phone: +49 821 455252-0 or email: augsburg@cadtools.eu

The prices for the respective products can be found on pages 14 - 15.

Enjoy the information, areas of application and possibilities on the following pages.

Benjamin Lauer
Technical Support 
and Sales

Markus Förg
Customer Service 
and Sales
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All the features from
a DLyte machine,
now available in

ultra-compact system

The new DLyte Desktop is an ultra-compact system that gathers all
the advantages of any DLyte system available now on the market. 
This new equipment allows any company (no matter about its size), 
to access the disruptive dry electropolishing technology and it is 
accessible to small laboratories and workshops.

From grinding to mirror finishing, this new set-up offers a new handy
way to process any casting, sintering or milling metal parts.

fast & accurate · accessible · clean & safe

DLyte Desktop
the revolution in Metal Surface Finishing
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How it works

Fast & Accurate
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              Achieves homogeneous 
results across the surface and elimi-
nates micro-scratches. The system 
works efficiently at micro and macro-
scopic level.

                 Geometry preservation. 
Respects the tolerances and preser-
ves the initial shape, even the cutting 
edges. It is not rounding the edges as 
there is no abrasion of the surface.

               Best in class surface 
roughness 
(Ra under 0,01 micrometers)

                 Repeatability and homoge-
neity guaranteed. DLyte process gua-
ratees stable results among different 
batches within the electrolyte media 
lifespan. There is no wear as would 
typically occur with abrasive particles.

                 Up to 10 x faster than 
current processes, replaces multiple 
process steps and competitive cost 
per part.

                 Biocompatibility proven.
Clean, non-hazardous and easy waste 
management. Alternative abrasive 
processes lead to extremely dusty 
and noisy environment.

              Enhances negative surface 
skewness (rsk) which increases the 
surface bearing contact area (allowing 
uniform lubricant film distribution) 
improving the bearing ratio and redu-
cing the friction between the pieces.

                 Avoids generating grinding 
texture patterns, improving wear and 
fracture resistance, and improving 
fatigue resistance. Isotropic surfaces.

                DLyte is the only system able 
to remove roughness and improve 
the corrosion resistance of the metal 
pieces at the same time reducing the 
number of processes required in the 
manufacturing process.
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PRICE LIST  2022

Price list DLyte 
and Accessories
The new DLyte desktop is an ultra-compact system that combines all 
the advantages of the currently available DLyte systems.

fast & accurate · accessible · clean & safe

14Prices net - excluding shipping



PRICE LIST  2022

DESCRIPTION

ACCESSORIES

PRICEMACHINERY

PRICE

PRICE

PRICE

CODE

CODE

CODE

CODE

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTIONMODEL

MODEL

MODEL

SOFTWARE PACKAGES

ELECTROLYTES

DLyte Desktop PRO                 GPA014000                   15.000 €

DLyte Desktop Dental                 GPA014220                   13.500 €

CoCr Group  Software to treat Cobalt Chrome materials            GPA013170           

Stainless Steel Group  Software to treat Stainless Steel materials            GPA013171  

Titanium Group  Software to treat Titanium Group materials               GPA013172                          

Copper Group  Software to treat Copper Group materials            GPA013173                                   750 €             

Nickel Group  Software to treat Nickel Group materials            GPA013174                                   750 €         

Aluminium Group  Software to treat Aluminium Group materials           GPA013175                                   750 €         

Steel Group  Software to treat Steel Group materials            GPA013176                                   750 €         

Full software package
(all materials)    

DLyte Desktop PRO, including a holder and standard software 
package for 3 materials (CoCr, stainless steel, titanium)

DLyte Desktop Dental, including a holder and standard software  
package for CoCr 
connection 230 V

Software to treat all Group materials            GPA013177                               3.000 €

Included with 
the machinery

Holder Finger Desktop Holder for polishing of individual parts            GPA013035                                  180 € 

Holder Spring Desktop                GPA012376                                  180 € 

Thread holder Desktop Thread holder for polishing of abutments            GPA013740                                   180 €

Holder designed to polish multiple pieces such as rings with holes 
bigger than Ø 1 mm

CoCr 01     Electrolyte to treat CoCr pieces              10421000001                              300 € 

Ti 01   Electrolyte to treat Titanium pieces            1140003032                                450 € 

15Prices net - excluding shipping



MINDFAB GmbH
Max-Josef-Metzger-Str. 6
86157 Augsburg  |  Germany

Phone: +49 821 455252-0
Mo. - Th. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Fr. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

E-Mail: augsburg@cadtools.eu

www.cadtools.eu Businesspartner of CADdent®

mailto:augsburg%40cadtools.eu?subject=
http://www.cadtools.eu

